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Rare earth elements (REs) consist of a very important group in the
periodic table that is vital to many modern technologies. The mining
process, however, is extremely damaging to the environment,
making them low yield and very expensive. Therefore, mimicking
the properties of REs in a superatom framework is especially
valuable but at the same time, technically challenging and requiring
advanced concepts about manipulating properties of atom/molecular complexes. Herein, by using photoelectron imaging spectroscopy,
we provide original idea and direct experimental evidence that
chosen boron-doped clusters could mimic the magnetic characteristics of REs. Specifically, the neutral LaB and NdB clusters are found to
have similar unpaired electrons and magnetic moments as their
isovalent REs (namely Nd and Eu, respectively), opening up the
great possibility in accomplishing rare earth mimicry. Extension of
the superatom concept into the rare earth group not only further
shows the power and advance of this concept but also, will
stimulate more efforts to explore new superatomic clusters to
mimic the chemistry of these heavy atoms, which will be of great
importance in designing novel building blocks in the application of
cluster-assembled nanomaterials. Additionally, based on these experimental findings, a novel “magic boron” counting rule is proposed to estimate the numbers of unpaired electrons in diatomic
LnB clusters.
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earching for low-cost and earth-abundant substitutes to replace precious and scarce elements or materials has become
one of the major subjects in cluster science, which has attracted
increasing research interest recently (1–5). It has been realized
that the number of naturally occurring stable elements remains
at 90, even if new elements, which usually have very short halflives, continue to be added to the periodic table. Among these
stable elements, some are very expensive or scarce (e.g., Pt and
Au, which are widely applied as precious metal catalysts). Similarly, rare earth elements (REs), which are well-known for their
optical and magnetic characteristics, are also expensive. In the
meantime, some elements, like silicon, are highly abundant.
Therefore, exploring ways to replace these precious or scarce
elements in the periodic table is of significance in both fundamental and applied aspects. To achieve this objective, the
superatom concept, which is an exciting achievement in cluster
science (chosen stable clusters can mimic the chemistry of an atom
or a group of the periodic table of elements and yet, retain their
integrity when serving as building blocks of new materials), may be
helpful. The key findings of this concept came from the experimental investigation of aluminum cluster reactivity performed by
Castleman and coworkers in 1989, in which unusual stability was
found in Al cluster anions containing 13, 23, and 37 atoms by
oxygen-etching experiments (6). Additionally, the Al13 cluster was
evidenced to behave like a Cl atom (7–9). Subsequently, in the
past decade, extensive investigations have been undertaken to
explore and synthesize superatoms using various electron counting
rules, and many superatoms have been found that can mimic the
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1504714112

chemical properties of halogens, alkaline earth metals, alkalis, and
so on (3–5, 7, 10).
In the periodic table, REs are a series of chemical elements
found in the Earth’s crust that are vital to many modern technologies. One of the most valuable properties of the REs or rare
earth-containing compounds is their optical characteristics, which
have been widely applied in luminescent nanomaterials, generation and amplification of light in lasers, and optical amplifiers,
etc. (11, 12). A popular example is the neodymium-doped
yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) laser (13), which is extensively used in many different fields. Equally important, because
of the existence of localized unpaired f electrons, REs are very
important components in magnetic materials (e.g., rare earth
magnets SmCo5 and NdFeB) and have attracted much attention
recently (14–16). The mining process, however, is extremely
damaging to the environment, resulting in the relatively small
production, and the consequence is that REs are very expensive.
Thus, our interest focuses on exploring novel superatomic clusters that can mimic the properties of the REs, which will be quite
significant and valuable. Very recently, by using photoelectron
imaging spectroscopy, we showed that the photoelectron spectra
of diatomic clusters TiO−, ZrO−, and WC− are very similar to
those of their isovalent anions of group 10 elements, which are
Ni−, Pd−, and Pt−, respectively (1). Additionally, the similarity
observed in these three isovalent counterparts indicates that, in a
number of cases, various atom combinations can lead element
mimics by using such a simple but effective isovalent counting
rule. It was also found that the similar isovalent characterization
and orbital occupation between superatomic clusters and the
corresponding elements are two important factors in transition
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Table 2. Experimental and theoretical ADEs and VDEs of the
LaB− and NdB− diatomic clusters
ADE
Species
4

−

LaB
NdB−

7

VDE

Experimental*

Theoretical

Experimental*

Theoretical

0.909 (25)
0.940 (22)

0.947
0.941

0.909 (25)
1.046 (16)

0.957
0.965

Energies are given in units of electronvolts.
*Numbers in parentheses represent experimental uncertainties in the
last digits.

Fig. 1. Photoelectron image and the corresponding photoelectron spectrum for the LaB− cluster obtained at 532 nm.

metal mimicry (1, 17). These findings further motivate us to investigate the possibility of rare earth mimicry by using the
superatom concept. Unlike the transition metals, as mentioned
above, one of the most important properties of the REs is their
magnetic characteristics owing to the abundant unpaired electrons. Therefore, finding a superatomic cluster with numbers of
unpaired electrons and valence electrons that are similar to those
of the corresponding RE is the most important step in mimicking
the magnetic properties of REs, which is also the focus of this
study. Spectroscopy combined with high-level theoretical calculations has been shown to be a powerful tool to directly examine
the electronic structures of atoms and clusters (18–28). Herein,
we used photoelectron imaging spectroscopy to explore the
possibility of mimicking the magnetic properties of the REs.
Results and Discussion
In one of our recent studies about the electronic structures of the
boron-doped lanthanum clusters (29), the number of unpaired
electrons in neutral LaB was calculated to be four, which is
identical to that of a rare earth atom Nd ([Xe] 4f4 6s2). Additionally, the electron configurations of La and B are [Xe] 5d 6s2
and [He] 2s2 2p, respectively, and it was found that the B atom
generally contributes its three valence electrons to the valence
molecular orbitals of boron-doped rare earth clusters (29). Thus,
the number of valence electrons of LaB is six, which is isovalent
with Nd. These results imply that LaB may be a promising
Table 1. The calculated spin multiplicities, equilibrium bond
lengths re (in angstroms), vibrational frequencies ω (in
centimeters−1), total energies (in hartree), and relative energies
ΔE (in electronvolts) for the anionic and neutral LaB clusters
Species/spin
multiplicity

re

ω

Total energy

ΔE

2.282
2.376
2.419
2.619

496.8
486.8
457.6
285.2

−460.328257
−460.347197
−460.319263
−460.144544

0.52
0.00
0.76
5.51

2.088
2.202
2.325
2.435

634.8
470.5
524.5
386.1

−460.288064
−460.292743
−460.309126
−460.159995

0.57
0.45
0.00
4.06

−

LaB
2
4
6
8
LaB
1
3
5
7
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candidate to mimic the magnetic property of the rare earth Nd
based on the discussion above. Therefore, photoelectron spectroscopy experiments are urgently required to verify this theoretical prediction. The photoelectron image and the corresponding
photoelectron spectrum of LaB− obtained at 532 nm are displayed
in Fig. 1. The laser polarization is vertical in the image plane,
which is indicated by a double yellow arrow in Fig. 1. The rings in
the velocity map image correspond to different peaks in the
photoelectron spectrum. As shown in Fig. 1, three prominent
bands are observed below 2.33 eV (marked as X, A, and B) in the
photoelectron spectrum of LaB−. Band X locates at the lowerbinding energy region of the spectrum, featuring discernible
vibrational structures. The most intense peak (c) in this band
represents the transition from the ground state of LaB− to the
corresponding neutral electronic ground state, and the vertical
detachment energy (VDE) of this band is measured to be 0.909 ±
0.025 eV. Other peaks in this band, which are a, b, d, and e,
denote vibrationally resolved transitions. Peaks d and e stem
from the transitions between the anion vibrational ground state
and the υ = 1 and 2 vibrational energy levels of the ground state
of LaB, respectively, yielding an experimental vibrational frequency of 532.3 cm−1 for neutral LaB. Hot bands (peaks a and b)
are also found in the lower-binding energy region with respect to
the electron affinity (EA) -defined peak (c), which most likely
comes from the transitions from the anion υ′ = 2 and 1 vibrational levels of the LaB− cluster to the ground vibrational state of
LaB. A vibrational frequency of 467.8 cm−1 of the LaB− cluster is
obtained from the peak spacing. Thus, based on the vibrationally
resolved spectrum, the adiabatic detachment energy (ADE) of
LaB− is measured to be about 0.909 ± 0.025 eV, which is also the
EA of neutral LaB. In addition, as shown in Fig. 1, another two
strong transitions appear at the higher-binding energy region
(labeled as A and B), which most probably come from the removal
of deeper electrons producing the neutral cluster in vibrationally
or electronically excited states.
To get more insights in the electronic structures of the neutral
and anionic LaB clusters, high-level theoretical calculations have
been performed to investigate the lowest-energy geometries of
the clusters. Various spin states of the clusters were attempted,
and the theoretical results are listed in Table 1. Based on these
calculations, the ground state of LaB− possesses a quartet state,
whereas that of the LaB cluster features a quintet spin multiplicity, which is the same as that of the rare earth Nd. The theoretical bond lengths for the anionic and neutral LaB clusters are
estimated to be about 2.376 and 2.325 Å, respectively. Moreover,
to validate our calculated lowest-energy geometries of the anionic and neutral LaB clusters, the theoretical ADE and VDE of
LaB− were computed to compare with the experimentally measured values. It is worth noting that such a comparison is particularly helpful in diagnosing the accuracy of the theoretically
proposed structures and bonding mechanisms (27, 30, 31). The
theoretical ADE and VDE values of the LaB− clusters are 0.947
and 0.957 eV, respectively, calculated at the CCSD(T) level of
theory, and summarized in Table 2. As evidenced in Table 2, theoretical results are in good agreement with the experimental
Cheng et al.

values. In addition, the theoretical vibrational frequencies of the
neutral and anionic LaB clusters are calculated to be about 524.5
and 486.8 cm−1 (Table 1), respectively, which are very close to
the experimental data (532.3 and 467.8 cm−1) mentioned earlier.
All of these findings give us confidence that the calculated
ground-state structures of the clusters are correct, providing
unambiguous experimental evidence that the spin multiplicity of
the neutral LaB cluster is five. This result clearly verifies that
four unpaired electrons exist in the diatomic LaB neutral cluster,
which is same as that of Nd, implying that the magnetic moments
for these two species are equal. Additionally, the numbers of the
valence electrons in LaB and Nd are same (6 e−) as discussed
above. It is reasonable to suggest, therefore, that the isovalent
LaB cluster could be a good candidate to mimic the magnetic
property of the rare earth Nd, because both of them have the
same numbers of valence electrons, unpaired electrons, and
magnetic moments.
To verify it is not a mere coincidence in the LaB/Nd case, we
also investigated whether such similarity is preserved between
another boron-doped cluster NdB by simply doping a B atom
into an Nd atom and its isovalent Eu ([Xe] 4f7 6s2) atom. Fig. 2
shows the photoelectron image and the corresponding photoelectron spectrum of NdB− acquired at 532 nm. The ADE and
VDE of the NdB− cluster are measured to be about 0.940 ±
0.022 and 1.046 ± 0.016 eV, respectively, from the EA defined
peak (X) in Fig. 2, and they are also listed in Table 2. As shown
in Fig. 2, other than peak X, a hot band, marked as X′, locates at
the lower-binding energy region. Additionally, several resolved
peaks appear at the higher-binding energy region with respect to
the peak X, which probably come from the detachment of deeper
electrons forming the neutral cluster in electronically excited
states. Accurate assignment of these peaks requires higher-level
ab initio theoretical methods considering the excited states,
which are beyond the scope and the focus of this study. Similarly,
theoretical calculations have also been accomplished to examine
the electronic structures of the anionic and neutral NdB clusters,
and related results are listed in Table 3. Based on our theoretical
calculations, the spin multiplicity for the lowest-energy geometry
of NdB is eight, indicating that there are seven unpaired electrons
involved in the cluster, which is the same as that of Eu. The accuracy of our calculated ground states of the clusters is validated
from the good agreement between the experimental and theoretical ADE and VDE values of the NdB− cluster, which are
displayed in Table 2. It is evident that the rare earth Eu and its
isovalent NdB cluster have the same numbers of unpaired electrons
Cheng et al.

Conclusion
In this study, by combining the velocity map imaging technique
and high-level theoretical calculations, we have explored the
possibility of using superatomic clusters to mimic the magnetic
properties of the REs using the superatom concept. Considering
the well-known magnetic characteristics of the REs, we suggest a
strategy of designing clusters that have similar valence electrons
and magnetic moments to the corresponding REs, which may
Table 3. The calculated spin multiplicities, equilibrium bond
lengths re (in angstroms), vibrational frequencies ω (in
centimeters−1), total energies (in hartree), and relative energies
ΔE (in electronvolts) for the anionic and neutral NdB clusters
Species/spin
multiplicity
NdB−
1
3
5
7
9
NdB
2
4
6
8
10

re

ω

Total energy

ΔE

2.175
2.586
2.381
2.489
2.459

482.6
297.9
360.4
279.4
419.9

−585.987321
−586.141141
−586.092114
−586.143767
−586.133069

4.26
0.07
1.41
0.00
0.29

2.722
2.643
2.378
2.371
2.472

300.0
249.1
393.8
408.2
353.2

−585.982479
−586.023199
−586.107600
−586.113775
−585.998251

3.57
2.47
0.17
0.00
3.14
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Fig. 2. Photoelectron image and the corresponding photoelectron spectrum for the NdB− cluster obtained at 532 nm.

(7 e−) as well as the same magnetic moments. Thus, the situation is
surprisingly similar in the case of the Eu/NdB pair compared with
the Nd/LaB pair, representing another example showing the possibility to mimic the magnetic properties of the REs using the
superatom concept. The numbers of valence electrons, unpaired
electrons, and magnetic moments for the diatomic clusters and
corresponding REs studied here are summarized in Table 4. The
similarity in both of the Nd/LaB and Eu/NdB cases is evidenced,
enabling these diatomic clusters to be potential and valuable candidates to mimic the magnetic properties of the REs. Furthermore,
it is worth mentioning that the abundance of the Eu element is
considerably rarer than that of Nd. Therefore, we propose that the
superatomic NdB cluster observed here could be an advantageous
substitute for the rare Eu element regarding magnetic applications.
In addition, it is interesting to note that, according to the experimental findings observed here, it seems that the number of
unpaired electrons in a diatomic boron-doped lanthanide cluster,
namely LnB (Ln indicates a lanthanide atom), may be simply
defined as Nu(LnB) = Nu(Ln) + 3, where Nu(LnB) is the number
of unpaired electrons of the diatomic cluster, Nu(Ln) is the
number of unpaired electrons of the Ln atom, and 3 equals the
number of valence electrons of the B atom ([He] 2s2 2p). Taking
the NdB cluster as an example, the Nu(NdB) is seven (Table 4),
which equals to the sum of Nu(Nd) [Nu(Nd) is four since Nd
atom has four unpaired f electrons] and three. This counting rule
is also valid in the case of LaB. Therefore, it seems that the three
valence electrons of the boron atom just participate in the unpaired poll of the Ln atoms after doping the B atom into Ln
forming the diatomic LnB cluster. Such a simple counting rule,
which we name it as the “magic boron” counting rule here, may
be used as a tool to estimate the spin characteristics of the diatomic LnB clusters, although the universality of this rule in the
whole LnB group needs additional verification experimentally
and theoretically. We wish this counting rule could be extended
to other boron-containing clusters, and it will be useful in designing superatomic clusters to mimic the magnetic properties of
elements in the periodic table.

Table 4. The numbers of valence electrons, unpaired electrons, and magnetic moments for two
comparison pairs (namely 5LaB/5Nd and 8NdB/8Eu)
Species
5

LaB
Nd
8
NdB
8
Eu
5

Valence electron

Spin multiplicity

Unpaired electron

Magnetic moment

6
6
9
9

5
5
8
8

4
4
7
7

4μB
4μB
7μB
7μB

lead similar properties used as magnetic materials. Two diatomic
boron-doped clusters, namely LaB and NdB, were observed to
have the same numbers of valence electrons and unpaired electrons as those of the rare earth atoms Nd and Eu, respectively,
enabling them to be promising candidates to achieve the objective
in rare earth mimicry. The main goal of this study is to provide an
original idea and direct experimental evidence to show the possibility in mimicking the rare earth group. Because mimics having
similar spin characteristics have been found, another question
regarding the preservation of their spin states or magnetic properties in cluster-assembled nanomaterials arises. To shed light on
this point, more detailed study needs to be done by investigating
the possibility of replacing the REs in larger rare-earth doped
magnetic materials by these superatomic clusters. Additionally,
because this study shows the possibility of mimicking the magnetic properties of REs, it will be even more interesting if one
can design nonrare earth clusters to mimic the magnetic and
other valuable properties (e.g., optical characteristics) of the
REs, which are the future directions of our focus and also, exciting challenges in cluster science.
Materials and Methods
Experimental Details. In brief, the diatomic cluster anions LaB− and NdB−
investigated here were produced in a laser vaporization source, where a
532-nm second harmonic Nd:YAG laser was used to ablate the 0.25-inch pure
lanthanum and neodymium rods, respectively. A high-purity helium gas
(typically 50 psi) seeded with 0.1% diborane gas was used as a carrier gas to
produce boron-doped clusters, and the anionic species produced were mass
analyzed using a time-of-flight mass spectrometer (32). The second harmonic
of an Nd:YAG laser (532 nm) was used for photodetaching excess electrons
from anions. Subsequently, photoelectrons were accelerated toward
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position-sensitive detectors, where the resulting 2D velocity distribution was
recorded with a CCD camera. Finally, the 3D distribution was reconstructed
from the photoelectron image using the BASEX and pBASEX programs (33,
34), which yielded similar results. The photoelectron spectrum was calibrated
against the known spectrum of Bi− (35).
Computational Methods. All calculations presented here were accomplished
using the Gaussian 09 program (36). To determine the ground-state structures and spin characteristics of the neutral and anionic clusters studied
here, different spin multiplicity states were considered and fully optimized
without symmetry constraints. The neutral and anionic LaB and NdB clusters
were optimized using the density functional theory with hybrid functional
B3LYP (37, 38). The augmented correlation consistent polarized triple-zeta
valence (aug-cc-PVTZ) basis set was used to describe the atomic orbital of
boron (39, 40), whereas the SDD (Stuttgart-Dresden effective core potential)
with the Stuttgart-type small core (28 core electrons) and relativistic effective core potential was used for the Nd atom (41, 42). The method and basis
sets used here have been proven to successfully predict the electronic
structures of similar boron-doped lanthanide clusters (29). To reinforce the
ground-state structures and take into account the zero-point energy correction, vibrational frequencies of different clusters were also calculated.
The ADE was obtained by computing the energy difference between the
anionic and neutral ground states, whereas the VDE was calculated as
the energy difference between the neutral and anionic clusters (both at
the ground-state geometry of the anion). Furthermore, the coupled cluster
singles and doubles with perturbative contributions of connected triplets,
CCSD(T) (43, 44) method with the same basis set was used to refine the ADE
and VDE values of the ground-state structures.
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